Commentary
Adding Ecological Considerations to
“Environmental” Accounting
Environmental accounting is a rapidly evolving
area of management, accounting, and finance. It en‑
ables an organization and its stakeholders to evaluate
the organization’s performance with both economic
and environmental measures (Thayer 1995, Atkinson
2000, IFA 2005). If the market were complete, this
would not be necessary, and Milton Friedman’s dic‑
tum, “A company’s only responsibility is to increase
profits for stockholders” would suffice. However, the
flawed and incomplete market we have today, with
enormous uncounted costs and incorrectly attributed
costs, performs poorly. This should not be a surprise;
as British economist A.C. Pigou noted early in the
last century, the market will fail unless it includes
all costs. Most markets today consider only a small
fraction of the total transaction cost, leaving many
“externalities” out of the picture (Antheaume 2004,
Bainbridge 2004). If full costs were known, many
market transactions would not occur, and the envi‑
ronment would be cleaner and safer.
A wide range of environmental accounting ap‑
proaches and methods are being used to more accu‑
rately determine financial performance, to improve
operations, and to compare alternative strategies for
strategic planning and driving innovation. The gov‑
ernments, nongovernmental organizations, compa‑
nies, and professional organizations that deal with
these issues have adopted very different approaches
and perspectives, which remain in their formative
stages (Gray et al. 1995, Rikhardsson et al. 2005,
Chua 2006). Cultural differences play a clear role in
what is considered reasonable or desirable (Mathews
and Reynolds 2001). While a growing number of
tools are available to facilitate environmental ac‑
counting, much remains to be done to make them
more useful, inclusive, effective, accurate, and user

friendly (Beets and Souther 1999, O’Dwyer et al.
2005). The weaknesses are particularly apparent in
discussions of ecological issues such as: the value of
nature’s services, ecotoxicity, nutrient cycle disrup‑
tion, biodiversity, invasive species, habitat fragmenta‑
tion, and restoration costs (Günther 1997, Karlen et al.
2001, Howarth and Farber 2002). It is an area where
the Ecological Society of America can make a con‑
tribution, and where active involvement could create
funding for new career paths for undergraduate and
graduate students and post-docs.
University training still lags far behind the need
and slightly behind the demand, with very few op‑
portunities in most ecology, business, or engineering
curricula for the integrated approach to accounting de‑
manded by this new field. To succeed with this new
approach, we will have to surmount a number of ob‑
stacles common to interdisciplinary studies (Baumann
2003, Moore 2005). Revisions to university curricula,
continuing education, and more detailed and userfriendly web resources can help improve the value of
environmental accounting.
Environmental accounting is increasing in tradi‑
tional financial and management accounting, policy
accounting, and environmental management account‑
ing (Schaltegger and Burritt 2001, Sigma Project 2002,
International Federation of Accountants 2005). The
growth has been quite rapid, with more than 10,000
sustainability reports now prepared annually world‑
wide (Rikhardsson et al. 2002). Certified or Chartered
Accountants do much of the financial accounting,
which includes preparing financial and tax statements
and auditing, often focused on investors, lenders, and
regulators. Management accounting supports busi‑
ness operations and strategy, and activity-based and
enterprise accounting can be used to improve alloca‑
tion of overhead and more directly link environmental
costs to operations. Improved process flow mapping,
integrated substance chain management, and mate‑
rial flow analysis better account for inputs/outputs and
help identify costly nonproduct outputs. Governments
and advocacy groups use environmental accounting
to help develop and review the effects of policy, in‑
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centives, and regulation on the performance of com‑
panies, industries, and nations (Bainbridge 2004). The
focus has generally been on management applications,
although all fields of environmental accounting are
rapidly developing.
Environmental management accounting focuses on
collecting and evaluating data on an organization’s en‑
vironmental performance, often using accounting over
the full life cycle of products or policies, from incep‑
tion to disposal, recycling, or closure. Environmental
management tools include: eco-footprinting, material
flow analysis, substance flow accounts, environmen‑
tal accounting information systems, environmental
audits, and required reports for regulators, such as
the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) in
Europe (GRI 2002, Robert et al. 2002, Bringezu et
al. 2003, Palm and Jonsson 2003, EMAS 2006). The
basic premise of environmental management account‑
ing is that conventional accounting practices and ex‑
isting operational and financial management within
organizations obscure environmental information. By
clarifying inputs, outputs, and impacts, environmental
management accounting can help companies and or‑
ganizations develop innovative solutions to changing
resource constraints, regulations, and public pressure.
Environmental and social accounting may be in‑
cluded in preparation of company documents for the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Dow Jones Sustain‑
ability Index, Corporate Social Responsibility rank‑
ings, Social Accountability 8000, the International Or‑
ganization for Standards Environmental Management
Systems 14001, and other environmental and social
standards. Environmental accounting also plays a role
in a range of new approaches to improved product
and service development including: Factor X (Factor
10), the Natural Step, Industrial Ecology, Design for
Environment, Cleaner Production, Dematerialization,
Cradle-to-Cradle, Leadership in Energy and Environ‑
mental Design (LEED), Material Flow Accounting,
and the Triple Bottom Line (Baumann and Cowell
1999, Rezaee 2000, Robèrt et al. 2000, McDonough
and Braungart 2002, Robèrt et al 2002).
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The potential benefits of environmental accounting
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved profitability
Better decision making
Discovered opportunities for cost saving
Discovered opportunities for new processes
Discovered opportunities for new products
and services

•
•
•
•
•

Competitive advantage
Improved internal reports
Improved external reports
Improved employee morale and health
More accurate and complete costing and
pricing
Reputation building
Societal benefits
Environmental benefits
Improved stakeholder relations
Reduced risk and liability

•
•
•
•
•

The first challenge is deciding what approach to
use, at what level, and how best to integrate environ‑
mental accounting into current accounting and man‑
agement systems. There are many alternatives, and
a growing number of corporate financial reports and
case studies provide some insight into what works,
and what needs work (Wallage 2000, O’Dwyer et al.
2005). These studies, and others, generally suggest
that proactive environmental reporting improves prof‑
itability and reduces risk, and creates a competitive
advantage. Software development is underway, but no
standard has yet emerged for this complex task. Ide‑
ally the software could be easily integrated with exist‑
ing business management software to provide data and
reports useful for financial, management, and policy
purposes. These programs would translate the gallons/
liters of gasoline consumed into global warming gas
cost contributions, the cost of local nitrogen pollution
remediation, and the water and air pollution generated

in the supply and disposal chain. This will take a con‑
certed effort from ecologists, accountants, software
developers, managers, engineers, and environmental
scientists. I would suggest an environmental account‑
ing software contest, like the recent, highly successful
Defense Advanced Research Projects A robotic ve‑
hicle test, where a well-administered $2 million prize
brought incredibly fast progress through intense com‑
petition and real-world testing.
The second challenge is more fundamental, re‑
flecting our incomplete understanding of the complex
environmental systems that we live in and attempt
to manage. This is where the Ecological Society of
America can make its biggest contribution. Our often
profound ignorance of function and structure in eco‑
systems makes current attempts at full-cost account‑
ing very crude and incomplete. Much more detailed
and interdisciplinary long-term ecological research is
needed to better understand the external costs of busi‑
ness operations. The Long Term Ecological Research
Program should immediately be doubled, with the

new program directed at research involving environ‑
mental accounting issues. The creation of the National
Ecological Observatory Network, NEON, provides
another excellent opportunity for needed interdisci‑
plinary, integrated, long-term research and monitoring
(NEON 2006). Progress in including more and better
ecological science in environmental accounting will
not happen without funding, and much of this should
be sought from corporate sources. I look forward to
the day when there will be as many corporate ecolo‑
gists as there are corporate accountants (9000 ESA
members today vs. 335,000 American Institute of CPA
members).
The members of ESA have not been as active in
the fields of environmental accounting or ecologi‑
cal economics as we might have hoped, but we have
not ignored these issues, either. A recent survey using
Google as a crude indicator suggests we are doing bet‑
ter than most organizations, but we have much to do
(Table 1). It is also instructive to compare the Euro‑
pean accounting organization with the American ac‑

Table 1. Hits per search term linked to association title, Google, March 2006.
Association

Assoc. and
environmental
accounting

Assoc. and
environmental
externalities

Assoc. and
sustainability

U.S. Society Ecological Economics

1.585

0.0225

0.498

European Accounting Association

0.262

0.0045

0.316

Academy of Management

0.045

0.0093

7.084

American Solar Energy Society

0.018

0.0365

16.314

Ecological Society of America

0.016

0.0114

9.433

American Economic Association

0.009

0.0128

2.074

Am. Soc. Agric. and Biol. Engineers

0.009

0.0084

4.608

American Planning Association

0.006

0.0069

7.133

Am. Institute Chemical Engineering

0.004

0.0010

1.169

Am. Institute CPA

0.001

0.0001

0.059

American Bar Association

0.000

0.0004

0.142

Ecological Society of America, Rank

5

3

2
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counting organization. The European accountants are
300 times more likely to be involved in environmental
accounting. This reflects cultural differences, policy
failure in Washington, reflecting the power of corpo‑
rate lobbies, and our failure to push an agenda for full
cost accounting.

faculty who tackle these important, but time-consum‑
ing and challenging interdisciplinary issues (Baumann
2002) and to make research more accessible. One of
the weakest points of ecological economics and envi‑
ronmental accounting has been the ecological science,
and that is something we can help correct.

Environmental accounting is developing rapidly
and improving decision-making around the world.
Modest investments in improved environmental ac‑
counting can lead to significant gains in profitability,
corporate image, and reduced liability. Environmen‑
tal accounting demands new skills, tools, and more
integrated accounting across department and division
lines within companies and all the company or organi‑
zation stakeholders. Environmental accounting is also
increasingly in demand for policy development by
NGOs and a range of levels of government.
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accounting, and to encourage our brethren in account‑
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vironmental science. We can also make a difference
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such as the U.S. Society for Ecological Economics
and the International Society for Industrial Ecology,
and the major business organizations, particularly the
Academy of Management. The Society could also help
by assisting in building pressure to create new Sus‑
tainability Citation Indexes to credit researchers and
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Web resources
Environmental Management Accounting Research
and Information Center ‹www.emawebsite.org›
Environmental Management Accounting Network-EU
‹www.emanu-eu.net›
International Federation of Accountants
‹www.ifac.org›
Global Reporting Initiative
‹www.globalreporting.org›
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U.S. Society for Ecological Economics
‹www.ussee.org›
International Society for Industrial Ecology
‹www.is4ie.org›
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